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Emerging software quality and security issues for mobile and cloud, and emerging multimodal 
deployment demands, will drive application life-cycle management (ALM) Software-as-a-Service 
(SaaS) / Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) evolution and adoption in 2012 – 2015. Ad hoc, fragmented 
approaches to ALM for software development will become increasingly unsustainable. Given the 
complexity of developing applications for mobile platforms, Big Data, and the cloud, as well as the 
need for quick turnaround with agile approaches, ALM adoption growth will continue strongly through 
2013 and beyond. Security concerns have been a gating factor for public cloud adoption, and have 
helped push growth for hybrid public/private cloud strategies. Complex software program and product 
delivery demands will result in collaborative services, solutions, and adoption as hybrid cloud 
adoption emerges more strongly for enterprises and SMBs 2012 – 2014. 

The following questions were posed by CollabNet to Melindal Ballou, Program Director for IDC's 

Application Life-Cycle Management research, on behalf of CollabNet's customers. 

Q. What is IDC’s view on the growing adoption of hybrid cloud development and 

deployment? 

A. Initially, enterprise organizations typically opted for private cloud models, in part because of 

security, data-privacy, and control concerns. Meanwhile, small and medium businesses have 

been more open to public cloud uses, as well as private clouds. Now we're beginning to see 

enterprises make the transition — augmenting private cloud adoption with forays into public 

cloud and hybrid services.  

From an application life-cycle management (ALM) perspective, the use of testing in public 

clouds has been an initial area of rapid adoption for enterprises. Testing is a killer cloud app 

for ALM because of the need for flexible and elastic adoption of infrastructure. Enterprises 

can easily provision from the cloud to enable flexible access to additional test infrastructure 

that they may need for spikes in application testing demand, and to mirror production 

environments. The hybrid aspect of this “killer app” is to be able to seamlessly integrate or 

leverage cloud-based testing (or build) services from within the legacy/on-premise (or cloud-

based) ALM platform.  

However, as hybrid cloud approaches increase in adoption overall and in broader areas, so 

does complexity and vulnerability for enterprises. Therefore, we see a corresponding need 

for governance to address management, risk, and security concerns across the application 

life cycle. So change management, version control, and configuration management, in 

addition to testing, become parts of application life-cycle management as a service — 

software-as-a-service evolving to a platform-as-a-service, or PaaS, approach for combined 
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ALM "in the cloud." Combined ALM in this context refers to emerging combinations of life-

cycle areas that are dependent on and synergistic with one another, but are all too frequently 

fractured (like software requirements and software testing, software change management 

and version control). So there are two key considerations here: 1) appropriate solutions for 

ALM in the cloud (or ALM solutions that are provided in the cloud “as a service” with the 

addition of runtime and deployment models), and 2) the ability to provide effective ALM for 

the cloud to test and change-manage cloud applications as part of the development process, 

for instance. 

A core driver we see is the need to increase the speed of adoption while using fewer 

resources across the organization. Putting agile approaches and management into the cloud 

enables organizations to free up their resources from the support and maintenance costs of 

on-premise solutions. It also gives them access to adaptive infrastructure without the 

associated cost, as organizations move towards more agile, dynamic, and iterative 

approaches to development with compressed cycle times and quick releases and direct 

software access.  

Q. What challenges and issues does hybrid cloud development and adoption pose to the 

enterprise? 

A. Complexity of cloud deployments can create management and governance challenges, and 

organizations need to address these challenges in different ways with focused strategies. For 

example, process and organizational change must happen as companies adopt the 

capabilities and functionalities of cloud applications with immediate access to new releases. 

The results are available directly via the cloud or SaaS offerings. Rather than having these 

deployments go out to users without any training, offering graduated availability of some, 

more limited initial features is one approach. While it’s an obvious advantage to have 

immediate access to the most current, cutting-edge product functionality on the one hand, on 

the other hand, users who are not yet ready to take advantage of those features can become 

overwhelmed if they are unprepared for the transition. 

Some companies transition their organizations to new releases of software in the cloud by 

masking the change in functionality, and deploying it transitionally — i.e., piece by piece, 

capability by capability — rather than all at once. From an organizational and process 

perspective, we've also seen companies where “shadow IT” acts behind the scenes to bring 

in its own SaaS products outside the approved solutions from enterprise IT. In that context, 

the organization needs best practices and policies around SaaS adoption and product 

standards to provide visibility, management, and governance. When you have fractured 

approaches to the products that come in under the guise of SaaS, then the governance and 

management across them is also commensurately difficult and inconsistent. Effective 

adoption is undermined by multiple redundant offerings and other challenges. 

When adopted effectively, immediate access to combined, integrated ALM offerings without 

the time delays of the resource outlay for on-premise, along with the elasticity of cloud 

infrastructure, enable flexible adoption to support agile business. Development organizations 

have struggled for years with fractured ALM tools. These are really the key drivers in the 

wake of the challenges pushing organizations towards development-Platform-as-a-Service 

(dPaaS) adoption, or what I prefer to call “ALM PaaS,” as well as the obvious cost-saving, 

greater efficiency, and lower capitalization benefits from a financial perspective.  

Q. What types of applications and platforms does IDC see as best suited to be developed 

and deployed in a hybrid cloud environment? 
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A. Obviously, applications that demand flexible infrastructure and high performance are a clear 

choice for deployment in a hybrid cloud. That's where many organizations start, but as 

organizations make the shift, they should also consider cross-platform applications, including 

traditional Web, enterprise, and mobile apps, that can give cloud services the opportunity to 

address diverse deployment demands. 

Governance remains key in these environments for change management, and across the life-

cycle areas. Agile and dynamic responsiveness for quick innovation can also lead to 

additional governance needs and process management. Similarly, the speed of deployment 

now is such that organizations really must consider how they're going to manage the speed, 

frequency, and complexity of multi-mode and multi-platform releases (ranging from on-

premise to cloud to mobile to embedded). Automation can help provide consistent visibility, 

management, and governance across these types of projects and software deployments.   
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